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BOOMBOX SEWING MACHINE COVER
You’ve got the BOOMBOX QUILT pattern. Check! You’ve got the CASSETTE TAPES pattern.
Check! Now it’s time to make the BOOMBOX SEWING MACHINE COVER! 

FIGURING OUT YOUR DIMENSIONS
 It’s pretty easy peasy.  Measure the length of your machine. Then measure the 
 height and depth. Now add two inches to each of those measurements (see page 3). 
 That’s it. See? Easy peasy! Everyone will have different dimensions because we all have 
 different machines, right?

 For my pattern pieces I enlarged my BOOMBOX sewing patterns to 110%. You will have 
 to play with the scale of your pieces depending on how big you want to make your 
 cover. AND remember, we’re only making the BOOMBOX face, so you’ll only need to 
 print off  and use pages 7-14 of the pattern. 

EXTRA SUPPLIES
Glue gun (I know you have one hidden somewhere, you crafter you!)

Sew-In Bosal foam 58” wide (not the fusible): You’ll need the same amount as the 
dimensions you just �gured out for your sewing machine cover-approximately
1/2 yard (0.4 m) 

Wonder-Under Fusible Web : 4 yards (4 m) 

YOU MAY NOTICE...
There are a few minor discrepancies between the cover photo and the quilt pattern used
in this tutorial. My original boombox sewing machine cover was sewn for Kim Kight’s 
Spring 2017 collection Snap to Grid, for Cotton + Steel’s . It became a protype for this
tutorial, hence the differences. 

                Now remember, I wanna see your progress! That’s my favourite part about making
                     patterns; seeing what you make! Tag me on Instagram @lysaower, or 
                     #lysaowerpatterns, #boomboxsewalong or #sewinglikeamothertrucker. There’s also the
                     Lysa Flower FACEBOOK page, feel free to post there too! AND when this project is done,
                     visit  www.lysaower.com for more Sewing Design fun times!  

MANY THANKS
To my editor, Miss Eagles-Eyes, my partner in crime, Jonna Erickson-Outlaw. 
This is so much more fun with you! I wonder what other kinds of trouble we can get
into? Hopefully there will be much more and for years to come !
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